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FADE IN:

EXT. PADDOCK - DAY

We open in a grassy paddock on a pleasant Kansas morning.

The BREEZE ripples through the tall grass in waves. Spring

bugs add their MUSIC to the tranquil scene. The soothing

CRUNCHING sound of horses chewing grass can be heard.

The tiniest of FOOTFALLS can be heard and a little, black

colt, named TRAMKEY, clumsily walks into view. He is testing

out his lanky legs with moderate success. The poor colt

looks incredibly nervous.

A gray MARE plods around him, her long tail SWISHING at the

flies. Tramkey stumbles and tries to right himself. He over

compensates and falls backward into the camera.

We cut to Tramkey shaking himself off, looking quite upset.

His mother’s nose comes into view and nuzzles him

affectionately. Tramkey smiles and nibbles at her muzzle.

His mom lowers her nose to the ground to SNIFF at something.

Tramkey looks down as well.

We cut to a hideous looking SPIDER crawling through the

grass toward the little colt.

We cut to Tramkey as he spooks and bolts off screen. The

spider climbs up a blade of tall grass and we get a late

title card.

SUPERIMPOSED: NERVOUS

We cut to a shot of the OTHER HORSES leisurely grazing and

dozing in the paddock.

SUPERIMPOSED: A FILM BY CARMEN SKANKEY

We get a shot of an old barn right next to the paddock. In

the background we can see a quaint farmhouse.

SUPERIMPOSED: BASED OFF OF THE BOOK WRITTEN BY TEN YEAR OLD

CARMEN SKANKEY

FADE TO:



2.

EXT. PADDOCK - DAY

It’s a sunny day. FOALS are frolicking in the tall grass,

kicking and nipping at each other. While the sky is quite

clear, the BREEZE is beginning to pick up.

SUPERIMPOSED: FOUR MONTHS LATER

We cut to Tramkey, older now and more steady on his feet,

glued to the side of his grazing mother. He looks as timid

as ever. He is watching the other foals playing without any

indication of wanting to join them.

As the foals’ game draws closer to Tramkey, he inches

further under his mother’s belly. His mother pauses in her

grazing to observe him. She SWISHES her tail at his rear.

Tramkey SQUEALS and jumps out from underneath her.

His mother bumps him with her nose, trying to coax him to go

play with the others. Tentatively, Tramkey heads off in the

direction of the frolicking foals.

We cut to an upward shot of him as the WIND around him

begins to turn threatening. Tramkey looks around

apprehensively.

Cut to a downward shot of the CREAKING, MOANING barn. The

WEATHER VANE is SPINNING rapidly and tilting alarmingly. An

enormous GUST tears the weak, rusty metal and the VANE goes

flying.

We cut to Tramkey making his way over to the group of foals.

The WEATHER VANE crashes to the ground behind him. Tramkey

leaps into the air with a SNORT and takes off galloping.

He nearly plows through the group of foals as he bolts as

far as possible from the vane. Tramkey looks back, eyes

wide, and doesn’t seem to realize he is fast approaching the

fence.

Tramkey swivels his head back and SQUEALS in fear. He plants

his hind end into the ground trying to stop himself but it

isn’t enough. Tramkey falls backwards and SLIDES under the

fence.

His mother WHINNIES at him and gallops over to the fence.

Tramkey gets up and looks around. The mare is frantic and

she is pacing back and forth along the perimeter of the

paddock. Tramkey looks under the fence and is about to

squeeze back through when a low GROWL sounds nearby.

We cut to a large DOG by the barn who is glaring at the

colt, its teeth bared.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

We cut back to a terrified Tramkey who is positively

shaking. The dog lets out a volley of BARKS and charges

toward the little colt. Tramkey bolts.

Lanky legs flying, the colt is fairly flying across the

property. His mother WHINNIES after him but he doesn’t heed

her. All that’s left now is a cloud of dust. Tramkey is

gone.

EXT. PRAIRIE - DAY

We cut to Tramkey galloping across the prairie. The scenery

is flat and sparse. The colt’s only companion is the wind

that rustles the tall grass.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. PRAIRIE - AFTERNOON

The shadows are starting to lengthen and Tramkey is trotting

along. The wind has quieted down to a small BREEZE.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. PRAIRIE - TWILIGHT

The sun is beginning to set now and Tramkey is beginning to

tire. He can barely lift his legs to continue walking. All

is quiet and still around him.

Finally Tramkey can seem to go no further. He lays down in

the tall grass and SIGHS. Looking to his left, he can see

nothing but endless prairie. He looks to his right and still

sees nothing. He is alone and lost.

The sun is nearly gone now. Tramkey is dozing fitfully in

the grass. A low CREAKING noise rouses him and he looks

around.

Coming up the road is a HORSE-DRAWN WAGON. Sitting at the

helm is a FARMER WOMAN. She spots Tramkey and pulls the

horse to a stop. Leaping out of the wagon, she trots up to

the tired, little colt.

FARMER WOMAN

There you are! I’ve been looking

all over for you.

We cut to Tramkey still laying in the grass. The woman comes

into view and puts a HALTER around his head.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

FARMER WOMAN

Come now, it’s nearly supper.

The woman pulls on the lead rope. Tramkey shakily gets to

his feet and walks off screen.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. PRAIRIE ROAD - TWILIGHT

Tramkey is plodding along behind the wagon. The poor colt

looks absolutely spent and not the least bit happy. The only

sounds that accompany his thoughts are the CHIRPING

CRICKETS, the CREAKING WAGON, and the HOOF BEATS.

EXT. PADDOCK - DUSK

Now back in the pasture, the farmer woman unties Tramkey’s

HALTER and sets him loose. His relieved mother nuzzles him.

Tramkey rests his head against his mother and SIGHS.

FARMER WOMAN (O.S)

Pete! Are you ready to go? Aunt

Maggie won’t want to be kept

waiting and those potatoes are sure

to go cold.

Somewhere in the distance a man answers back.

PETE (O.S)

I’m ready. I’m only worried about

the horses. Those thunderclouds

over yonder are lookin’ mighty

nasty.

FARMER WOMAN (O.S)

They’ll be fine. We’ll be back soon

enough. Now, let’s go!

EXT. PADDOCK - NIGHT

We get a shot of a full moon that is quickly hidden behind

angry looking clouds. The WIND is swelling to a fierce level

that does not bode well.

In the paddock, it is so dark that we can only see the

silhouettes of the barn and horses. The animals are all

huddling together as though trying to shield themselves from

the HOWLING WIND.

Tramkey is curled up at his mother’s feet. He shivers in the

gale. A lightning bolt suddenly illuminates the scene with a

deafening BOOM immediately following it. Tramkey jumps at

the noise. The storm is upon them.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

We get a shot of the other horses looking concerned. They

all flinch as another bolt of lightning flashes through the

sky with an answering CRACK of thunder.

Cut to the barn roof. The shingles around the missing

weather vane are TREMBLING in the WIND. A slight BUZZING of

electricity. A moment where the WIND mutes as though in

preparation and...

BOOM!

Blinding light fills the screen as a bolt of lightning

strikes the barn roof, setting it ablaze.

The horses look up in horror as the fire quickly engulfs the

barn. With the aid of the WIND, the fire leaps to the ground

where it tears down the field of dry grass.

Now in a panic, the horses flee to the far end of the

pasture, WHINNYING and SNORTING in fear.

Tramkey follows his mother and the rest to the gate of the

pasture. Before they reach it, however, a LARGE TREE CRASHES

down in front of it, effectively blocking the horses’

escape.

The inferno is spreading toward the horses at an alarming

rate. The horses are desperately galloping hither and

thither, their fear replacing logic. Tramkey looks around in

terror. Time seems to slow down.

Tramkey spots the clear patch under the fence he had slid

through just that morning. His eyes widen in revelation.

Looking from the clear patch to the gate, he sets his jaw in

determination.

The little colt rears back and then takes off as fast as his

little hooves can go. His mother CALLS out to him, but to no

avail.

Tramkey races through the tall grass, the fire creeping

closer to him. He keeps his eyes set on the clear patch

under the fence. Now a couple feet away, Tramkey throws

himself backwards and SLIDES under the fence.

The horses crowd by the fence he had just slid under,

WHINNYING and CRYING. Tramkey scrambles up and, sparing no

glance for the others, takes off directly toward the flames.

He reaches the gate and SCREECHES to a halt by the blocked

gate.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

Tramkey squeezes through the mess of tree limbs until he can

touch the gate. Taking a DEEP BREATH, the colt KICKS the

gate with all his strength. The gate RATTLES on its hinges

but stays put. He KICKS again. Nothing.

The fire is perilously close now. Tramkey watches it with

terror on his face. Shaking himself, he spins around and

thrusts his hind feet into the gate.

The gate SPLINTERS and falls to the ground with a THUD.

Tramkey WHINNIES at the horses. With THUNDERING hooves, the

herd escapes through the gate. Tramkey waits until he sees

his mother and then takes off with her.

They are safe.

EXT. PRAIRIE - DAWN

The clouds are pulling away and the sky is pink as the sun

begins to rise. The tired herd of horses is coming to a

stop. Though exhausted, they look relieved to still be

alive.

Tramkey halts in tall grass, feet splayed and BREATHING

HEAVILY. His mother walks up to him and nuzzles him

affectionately.

A youthful WHINNY is heard and Tramkey’s pasture mates

approach him, adoring looks on their faces. Tramkey looks

around and notices the look mirrored on every face.

The horses WHINNY, NICKER, and SNORT in celebration. The

brave little foal had saved them all.

Bashfully, Tramkey ducks his head. Unbeknownst to him, a

SPIDER is crawling up his chest. The other foals lean in to

look at the spider and Tramkey follows their eyes.

With a SNORT, Tramkey leaps backwards, falling flat on his

back. He sits up awkwardly and shakes himself off. The other

foals are staring at him incredulously. Tramkey just smiles

and the others break into fits of NICKERING LAUGHTER.

FADE OUT.

The End.


